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Caring 2013-09-14 with numerous examples to supplement her rich theoretical discussion nel noddings builds a compelling
philosophical argument for an ethics based on natural caring as in the care of a mother for her child in caring now updated with a
new preface and afterword reflecting on the ongoing relevance of the subject matter the author provides a wide ranging
consideration of whether organizations which operate at a remove from the caring relationship can truly be called ethical she
discusses the extent to which we may truly care for plants animals or ideas finally she proposes a realignment of education to
encourage and reward not just rationality and trained intelligence but also enhanced sensitivity in moral matters
Caring 1986 is it possible for a woman to be empowered and be happy inspired to greatness a feminine approach to healing the
world explores the question from a research perspective utilizing the method of narrative analysis to examine women s one on
one interviews what makes this book special is the focus on the narrative voice of the women participants which differentiates it
from previous explorations and research our participants are among those western women who are a part of the vanguards who
infiltrated the male dominated workforce and advanced toward significant professional empowerment the findings suggest that a
fear based survival mode is keeping women who outwardly seem empowered from an inner feeling of empowerment and thus
from happiness the participants spoke of being called to greater fulfillment in their lives and recognized that conscious active
responsibility would be necessary to satisfy those needs though in many cases it remained unclear whether they would decide to
act upon the realization or not it is of great importance that we pay attention to such women s interpretation of their experiences
society needs to attend to the findings we will explore within this book these results are critical to psychological health and
reflect deeply on how to help women find the courage to move forward because a healthy society relies on women rising owning
their experience balancing their priorities and having access to steps for health it is clear that women s emotional mental
physical and spiritual health would be improved through access to specific programs that will promote unconditional love
integration and conscious awareness designed to access the individual s inner sage and as yet unrealized potentialities tracy
cooper is a ph d in clinical psychology specializing in integrative therapy and personal empowerment at the university of
california berkeley she was a psychotherapist within the psychological services department presently she is a psychotherapist
offering comprehensive care to patients with chronic medical conditions and serious mental illness as a community activist she is
involved with several nonprofit organizations she is the founder of the uloma foundation she serves as a board member for arts
for all and manages a mental health program at interfaith community services tracy cooper is an academic and literary author
she contributed to the book what women want a book for men and she is the author of the children s book series sophie starchild
Inspired to Greatness 2016-12-06 epic has long been regarded as the exclusive domain of the male literary genius and as an
incarnation of patriarchal values this text challenges such a hegemonic stereotype by demonstrating the ways in which women
writers have successfully adapted the masculine epic tradition to suit their own needs
13 Moons 2022-11-22 at once informative and inspirational this reference delivers the profound message that women have
access to a feminine approach to writing one that differs from what they have been taught when employed this approach frees
them from the fears that have restrained their creativity
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Approaches to the Anglo and American Female Epic, 1621-1982 2006 no other cluster of medical issues affects the
genders as differently as those related to procreation contraception sterilization abortion artificial insemination in vitro
fertilization surrogate motherhood and genetic screening yet the moral diversity among feminists has led to political
fragmentation foiling efforts to create policies that are likely to serve the interests of the largest possible number of women in
this remarkable book rosemarie tong offers an approach to feminist bioethics that serves as a catalyst bringing together varied
perspectives on choice control and connection emphasizing the complexity of feminist debates she guides feminists toward
consensus in thought cooperation in action and a world that would have no room for domination and subordination tong fairly and
comprehensively presents the traditions of both feminist and nonfeminist ethics and bioethics although feminist approaches to
bioethics derive many insights from nonfeminist ethics and bioethics tong shows that their primary source of inspiration is
feminist ethics leading feminist bioethicists to ask the so called woman question in order to raise women s consciousness about
the systems structures and relationships that oppress them feminist bioethicists are naturally committed to acting locally in the
worlds of medicine and science but their different feminist voices must also be raised at the policy table in order to make gender
equity a present reality rather than a mere future possibility inability to define a plan that guarantees liberation for all women
must not prevent feminists from offering a plan that promises to improve the welfare of many women otherwise a perspective
less appealing to women may fill the gap
Male and Female: An Approach to Thomas Mann’s Dialectic 2012-12-06 this is the first single author attempt to survey the
entire spectrum of feminist ethics professor tong writes in an interesting lucid style that involves students and makes them think
yet is accessible to those who may be potentially afraid of philosophy and or feminism the realistic examples and clear language
make this text ideal as an introduction to a difficult and controversial subject
Women, Writing, and Soul-Making 2009-08 ケアから現代社会を問い直すことで何がみえてくるのだろうか 医療 看護 介護の営みを ケア という視角から批判的かつ統一的に把握し 新しい論点を提示する
さらに従来の 生命倫理 の教育を反省するパートを設け 従来の生命倫理学の枠組みを超える ケアの社会倫理学 を提起する
Feminist Approaches To Bioethics 2018-02-05 selling with heart offers an alternative feminine approach to selling it is for
women who fear selling and hate the hard sell learn how to be successful selling yourself your products and services in a way you
feel okay about
Feminine and Feminist Ethics 1993 dante s divine comedy can compel and shock readers it combines intense emotion and
psychological insight with medieval theology and philosophy this volume will help instructors lead their students through the
many dimensions historical literary religious and ethical that make the work so rewarding and enduringly relevant yet so difficult
part 1 materials gives instructors an overview of the important scholarship on the divine comedy the essays of part 2 approaches
describe ways to teach the work in the light of its contemporary culture and ours various teaching situations a first year seminar
a creative writing class high school a prison are considered and the many available translations are discussed
ケアの社会倫理学 2005-08 学校は微積分を教えているが それ以上に重要な人生で誰もが直面すべき事柄 たとえば人を愛すること 乳幼児を育てること 老人の世話をすることなどを教えていない 教育が人生の幸福を目的とするならば
学校教育はその目的を実現する源であるケアリングを中心に再構成されるべきである ノディングズのこうした提言は 今日の教育を根底から問い直し 明日の教育への希望を準備してくれる刺激的なアイデアに満ちている ケアを中心に組織さ
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れるカリキュラムをこと細かく叙述し 数学の授業と美術の授業の双方の具体的事例も提示した
Selling with Heart 2010 feminist approaches to the body in medieval literature forges a new link between contemporary
feminist and cultural theory and medieval history and literature the essays establish crucial historical connections between
feminist theorizing about the body and specific accounts of gendered bodies in medieval texts
Approaches to Teaching Dante's Divine Comedy 2020-02-01 this innovative work highlights interdisciplinary research on
phonetics and phonology across multiple languages building on the extensive body of work of katarzyna dziubalska kołaczyk on
the study of sound structure and speech the book features concise contributions from both established and up and coming
scholars who have worked with katarzyna dziubalska kołaczyk across a range of disciplinary fields toward broadening the scope
of how sound structure and speech are studied and how phonological and phonetic research is conducted contributions bridge
the gap between such fields as phonological theory acoustic and articulatory phonetics and morphology but also includes
perspectives from such areas as historical linguistics which demonstrate the relevance of other linguistic areas of inquiry to
empirical investigations in sound structure and speech the volume also showcases the rich variety of methodologies employed in
existing research including corpus based diachronic experimental acoustic and online approaches and showcases them at work
drawing from data from languages beyond the anglocentric focus in existing research the collection reflects on katarzyna
dziubalska kołaczyk s pioneering contributions to widening the study of sound structure and speech and reinforces the value of
interdisciplinary perspectives in taking the field further making this key reading for students and scholars in phonetics phonology
sociolinguistics psycholinguistics and speech and language processing
Pestle and Mortar 1996 is the sublime sustainable introduces the key points of debate around the sublime while opening new
avenues for future inquiry especially through its comparative aesthetics approach in it you will discover how thinking on the
sublime emerged historically and then engage with the recent critical scholarship on the topic including from the fields of
theology philosophy and literature the critiques of the sublime are then expanded in dialogue with perspectives from japanese
aesthetics and art shaping the argument that what is needed today is a sublime that enriches human lives by cultivating
profound participative relationships
学校におけるケアの挑戦 2007-08 four years ago we edited a volume of 36 papers entitled molecular approaches to ecology and evolution
schierwater et ai 1994 in which we attempted to put to gether a diverse array of papers that demonstrated the impact that the
technologi cal revolution ofmolecular biology has had on the field ofevolutionary biologyand ecology the present volume borrows
from that theme but attempts to focus more sharply on the impact that molecular biology has had on our understanding of dif
ferent hierarchical levels important in evolutionary and ecological studies because dna sequence variation is at the heart
ofeverypaper in the present volume we feel it necessary to examine how dna has affected study at various levels of biological
organization the majority of the chapters in the present volume follow themes es tablished in the earlier volume all chapters by
authors in the previous volume are either fully updated or entirely new and expand into areas that we felt were impor tant for a
more complete understanding of the impact of dna technology on ecol ogy and evolution the collection of papers in this volume
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cover a diverse array of ecological and evolutionary questions and demonstrates the breadth of coverage molecular tech nology
has imparted on modern evolutionary biology there are also a broad range of hierarchical questions approached by the 17 papers
in this volume
Feminist Approaches to the Body in Medieval Literature 1993 what this book is about is the spiritual divine feminine approach to
overcoming self doubt the other half of the story where the root to our self doubts actually comes from my training in holistic
nutrition taught me not to just treat a symptom for a cure you have to reverse engineer and get to the root of the problem my
intent is to get to the roots of your self doubts and for you to have a spiritual awakening to your true self and purpose which will
wipe away any lies you have believed and self doubts they have caused a spiritual awakening may happen all at once by learning
information that will instantly change your life forever or it may happen little by little over time when we undergo a spiritual
awakening we literally wake up to a feeling of more possibilities for our life we may feel like we have outgrown our current life we
begin to question our old beliefs habits and social conditioning and see that there is much more to life than what we have been
taught or allowed to experience you are more powerful than you have been allowed to believe your divinity your specialness your
femaleness and your self worth once revealed will wipe away any self doubt you ever had about yourself you will be fearless and
never feel you have to bow down to anyone or feel second rate to anyone again whether you are walking down the goddess path
for the first time or you are already enjoying a sacred relationship with your divine feminine self you will learn to eliminate self
doubt find and fulfill your personal calling and ultimately your inner happiness we each have our own divine purpose and
specialness which we need to find and contribute to the betterment of the world
Approaches to the Study of Sound Structure and Speech 2019-10-21 a controversial look at the dark side of the feminine
psyche providing a different approach to gender reconciliation and relationships this book argues that political feminism and
renewed fascination with the goddess are inadequate to restore wholeness to the psyche
Is the Sublime Sustainable? A Comparative Aesthetics Approach to the Sublime 2023-03-13 this is the book that youth workers
who want to put into practice their desire to meet youth where they re at have been waiting for narrative approaches to youth
work provides hope filled and fresh conversational practices anchored in a critical intersectional analysis of power and a relational
ethic of care these practices help youth workers answer the all too common question what do i do when i do youth work the
concepts and skills presented in this book position youth workers to do youth work in ways that honor youth agency and
resistance to oppression invite a multiplicity of possibilities and situate youth and youth workers alike within broader social
contexts that influence their lives and their relationship together drawing on the author s 30 plus years of working alongside
young people and training youth workers in contexts ranging from recreation centers to homeless shelters this book provides a
rich and deliberate mix of theoretical grounding practical application real life vignettes and questions for in depth self reflection
throughout narrative approaches to youth work readers hear from a wise and thoughtful squad of youth workers talking about
how they strive to do socially just accountable critical youth work
Molecular Approaches to Ecology and Evolution 2012-12-06 approaches to human geography is the essential student primer on
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theory and practice in human geography it is a systematic review of the key ideas and debates informing post war geography
explaining how those ideas work in practice avoiding jargon while attentive to the rigor and complexity of the ideas that underlie
geographic knowledge the text is written for students who have not met philosophical or theoretical approaches before this is a
beginning guide to geographic research and practice
Divine Feminine Handbook 2021-03-29 this collection offers a fresh approach to the work of cormac mccarthy one of the most
important contemporary american authors essays focus on his work across the genres and or in constellation with other writers
and artists presenting not only a different angle on the work but setting him within a broader literary and artistic context such an
approach offers a view of mccarthy that is strikingly different to previous collections that have dealt with the work in an almost
exclusively single author and or single genre mode mccarthy s novels are increasingly regarded as amongst the most rich the
most complex and the most insightful of all recent literary responses to prevailing conditions in both the usa and beyond and this
collection recognizes the intertextual and interdisciplinary nature of his work contributors draw back the curtain on some of
mccarthy s literary ancestors revealing and analyzing some of the fiction s key contemporary intertexts and showing a complex
and previously underestimated hinterland of influence in addition they look beyond the novel both to other genres in mccarthy s
oeuvre and to the way these genres have influenced mccarthy s writing
Reclaiming the Dark Feminine 1996 it has been argued that religious studies is a polymethodic discipline and that the student
of religion should be familiar with the approaches of the major disciplines concerned with understanding the nature of religion not
least because the approach adopted has profound influence on the phenomena chose for investigation and the conclusions
reached this book is the first textbook specifically designed for undergraduate students that provides the essential background
on methods of the major relevant disciplines presenting each of the significant approaches to religion in an informed manner the
book brings together experienced researchers from feminism anthropology sociology phenomenology psychology philosophy and
theology it presents a consistent approach throughout with each chapter dealing with the same themes the historical
development of the approach the characteristics of the approach and the surrounding issues and debates
Narrative Approaches to Youth Work 2018-03-13 this collection explores the cultural fascination with social media forms of self
portraiture selfies with a specific interest in online self imaging strategies in a western context this book examines the selfie as a
social and technological phenomenon but also engages with digital self portraiture as representation as work that is committed to
rigorous object based analysis the scholars in this volume consider the topic of online self portraiture both its social function as a
technology driven form of visual communication as well as its thematic intellectual historical and aesthetic intersections with the
history of art and visual culture this book will be of interest to scholars of photography art history and media studies
Approaches to Human Geography 2006-01-27 fifteen essays address subjects ranging from the history of feminist ethics to the
logic of pluralist feminism and present feminist perspectives on such topics as terrorism bitterness women trusting other women
and survival and ethics paper edition unseen 14 95 annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Intertextual and Interdisciplinary Approaches to Cormac McCarthy 2012-05-22 the present volume collects contributions
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addressing different aspects of the measurement of linguistic differences a topic which probably is as old as language itself butat
the same timehas acquired renewed interest over the last decade or so reflecting a rapid development of data intensive
computing in all fields of research including linguistics
Approaches to the Study of Religion 1999-01-01 this book offers a reevaluation of the character of medieval 12 17th century
armenian literature and language it contains a number of contributions by leading armenologists cowe russell thomson and stone
and of a younger generation of scholars who attempt to confront the traditional approach of this period with the new insights
gained in modern occidental medieval studies one may call these papers new because they study the literary highlights not only
of cilician armenia of the crusader period but of all armenia and put these in a wider cultural context the authors emphasize both
inner armenian continuity and contemporary external persian turkish literary and linguistic influences the papers concern
armenian lyrical poetry models for the evaluation of the medieval armenian literary production both traditional and new and the
linguistic conditions which favoured such a production particular attention has been given to the cultural background of armenian
grammatical studies and to the character of the first armenian grammars printed in the occident
Visual Culture Approaches to the Selfie 2021-11-19 the oxford handbook of feminist approaches to the hebrew bible brings
together 37 essential essays written by leading international scholars examining crucial points of analysis within the field of
feminist hebrew bible studies organized into four major areas globalization neoliberalism media and intersectionality the essays
collectively provide vibrant relevant and innovative contributions to the field the topics of analysis focus heavily on gender and
queer identity with essays touching on african korean and european feminist hermeneutics womanist and interreligious readings
ecofeminist and animal biblical studies migration biblical studies the role of gender binary voices in evangelical egalitarian
approaches and the examination of scripture in light of trans women s voices the volume also includes essays examining the old
testament as recited in music literature film and video games the oxford handbook of feminist approaches to the hebrew bible
charts a culturally hermeneutically and exegetically cutting edge path for the ongoing development of biblical studies grounded
in feminist womanist gender and queer perspectives
Feminist Ethics 1991 this book dissects the concepts and characteristics of the feminine in both male and females separating
them from womanhood and femininity and equipping readers with the tools to better understand pathologies such as masochism
narcissism depression and paranoia
Approaches to Measuring Linguistic Differences 2013-10-14 the book covers some of the traditionally most obtuse and
difficult to grasp philosophical ideas that have influenced geographers geography the fact that these are presented in an
inclusive and accessible manner is a key strength many students have commented that the chapters they have read have
encouraged them to read more in this field which is fantastic from a lecturer s perspective richard white sheffield hallam
university a new edition of the classic approaches text for students organised in three sections which overviews and explains the
history and philosophy of human geographies in all its applications by those who practise it section one philosophies positivist
geography humanism feminist geographies marxisms structuration theory human animal realism postmodern geographies
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poststructuralist theories actor network theory postcolonialism geohumanities technologies section two people institutions and
cultures places and contexts memories and desires understanding place personal and political becoming a geographer
movement and encounter spaces and flows places as thoughts section three practices mapping and geovisualization
quantification evidence and positivism geographic information systems humanism activism feminist geographies poststructuralist
theories psychoanalysis environmental inquiry contested geographies and culture wars fully updated throughout and with eight
brand new chapters this is the core text for modules on history theory and practice in human geography
New Approaches to Medieval Armenian Language and Literature 2023-03-13 this edited volume summarizes the work of
a research group called social bonds and cultures of peace that accompanies and supports victims of socio political violence in
columbia the individual chapters focus on the ongoing violence in the colombian context a complex and dynamic area in which
various groups drug traffickers national armed forces guerrilla fighters self defence groups have been engaged in organized
violence for more than 60 years emphasis is placed on the psychological consequences of violence and various forms of
psychosocial support that psychologists have been providing to the victims of violence central to their work is the notion of
accompanying those who have been victims of violence listening to them engaging them in dialogue and working together to
strengthen the resources of victims the recovery of individual and collective memories of atrocities is discussed as an important
avenue for healing and for the empowerment of individuals and groups the solidarity among victims creates opportunities at the
grassroots level to pursue truth reveal perpetrators of violence seek public acknowledgment and attain social justice for
perpetrators of violence and members of armed groups the book addresses a host of psychosocial issues related to disarming
demobilizing and reintegrating former combatants including children into society throughout the book in the spirit of peace
psychology the researchers are engaged in a form of praxis that is cognizant of the wider geohistorical context within which
victims and perpetrators are embedded and the dialectical relationship between micro and macro level events and change
researchers in latin american studies peace psychology social justice and transitional justice will find this volume to be an
excellent resource
The Oxford Handbook of Feminist Approaches to the Hebrew Bible 2020-10-01 ngũgĩ wa thiong o is one of the most
important and celebrated authors of postindependence africa as well as a groundbreaking postcolonial theorist his work written
first in english then in gĩkũyũ engages with the transformations of his native kenya after what is often termed the mau mau
rebellion it also gives voice to the struggles of all africans against economic injustice and political oppression his writing and
activism continue despite imprisonment the threat of assassination and exile part 1 of this volume materials provides resources
and background for the teaching of ngũgĩ s novels plays memoirs and criticism the essays of part 2 approaches consider the
influence of frantz fanon karl marx and joseph conrad on ngũgĩ the role of women in and influence of feminism on his fiction his
interpretation and political use of african history his experimentation with orality and allegory in narrative and the different
challenges of teaching ngũgĩ in classrooms in the united states europe and africa
A Psychoanalytic Approach to the Feminine 2024-08-08 teaching awareness of the female cycles so that women may
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understand themselves and their bodies better this book enables them to a more positive approach to the health care they
receive from gps gynaecologists or practitioners and ensures that this care brings a feminine quality of respect for the whole
woman women may introduce a feeling of wholeness and balance to their lives linda valins is the author of vaginismus
understanding and overcoming the blocks to intercourse
Approaches to Human Geography 2014-12-01 this edited collection will turn a critical spotlight on the set of texts that has
constituted the high school canon of literature for decades by employing a set of fresh vibrant critical lenses such as youth
studies and disabilities studies that are often unfamiliar to advanced students and scholars of secondary english this book
provides divergent approaches to traditional readings and pedagogical practices surrounding these familiar works by introducing
and applying these interpretive frames to the field of secondary english education this book demonstrates that there is more to
say about these texts ways to productively problematize them and to reconfigure how they may be read and used in the
classroom
Psychosocial Approaches to Peace-Building in Colombia 2014-03-24 this timely and critical volume questions the
effectiveness of britain s hearts and minds approach challenging conventional counterinsurgency thinking by drawing on the
expertise of regional and thematic specialists
Approaches to Teaching the Works of Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o 2012-12-01 model based approaches to learning provides a new
perspective called learning by system modeling this book explores the learning impact of students when constructing models of
complex systems
Intimate Matters 1993 the essays collected in this volume offer a range of different approaches to the significance of the work
of margaret laurence historical feminist descriptive and thematic in which critics from europe america and canada offer
assessments of this 20th century novelist
Critical Approaches to Teaching the High School Novel 2018-10-25 women girls and addiction is the first book on the efficacy of
treatment approaches and interventions that are tailored to working with addicted women and the first publication of any kind to
provide a feminist approach to understanding the experience of addiction from the female perspective part i of the book provides
an overview of feminist theory and addiction counseling followed by an historical look at women and addiction research
treatment demographics the three chapters in part two give an in depth look at the biological psychological and social factors of
the experience of addiction as unique in women the final section of the book presents a series of chapters spanning the lifespan
which each feature age specific special issues treatment strategies interventions and commonly encountered topics in therapy
with the population
The British Approach to Counterinsurgency 2012-10-19
Finding Peace in Iraq: Joint Field Research on New Approaches to Peacebuilding in the Kurdistan Region 2013
Model-Based Approaches to Learning 2019-02-11
Critical Approaches to the Fiction of Margaret Laurence 1990-06-18
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Women, Girls, and Addiction 2009
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